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Abstract

Recent work has shown that an answer veri-
fication step introduced in Transformer-based
answer selection models can significantly im-
prove the state of the art in Question Answering.
This step is performed by aggregating the em-
beddings of top k answer candidates to support
the verification of a target answer. Although the
approach is intuitive and sound, it still shows
two limitations: (i) the supporting candidates
are ranked only according to the relevancy with
the question and not with the answer, and (ii)
the support provided by the other answer can-
didates is suboptimal as these are retrieved in-
dependently of the target answer. In this paper,
we address both drawbacks by proposing (i) a
double reranking model, which, for each tar-
get answer, selects the best support; and (ii)
a second neural retrieval stage designed to en-
code question and answer pair as the query,
which finds more specific verification informa-
tion. The results on well-known datasets for
Answer Sentence Selection show significant
improvement over the state of the art.

1 Introduction

In recent years, automated Question Answering
(QA) research has received a renewed attention
thanks to the diffusion of Virtual Assistants. For
example, Google Home, Siri and Alexa provide
general information inquiry services, while many
other systems serve customer requests in differ-
ent application domains. Retrieval-based QA is
enabled by two main tasks: (i) Answer Sentence
Selection (AS2), which, given a question and a set
of answer-sentence candidates, consists in selecting
sentences (e.g., retrieved by a search engine) that
correctly answer the question; and (ii) Machine
Reading (MR), e.g., (Chen et al., 2017), which,
given a question and a reference text, finds an exact
text span that answers the question. Deploying MR

∗ Work done while the author was an intern at Amazon
Alexa

q: What causes heart disease?
c1: Cardiovascular disease (also called heart disease) is a

class of diseases that involve the heart or blood vessels
(arteries, capillaries, and veins).

c2: The causes of cardiovascular disease are diverse but
atherosclerosis and/or hypertension are the most com-
mon.

c3: Cardiovascular disease refers to any disease that affects
the cardiovascular system , principally cardiac disease,
vascular diseases of the brain and kidney , and peripheral
arterial disease.

Table 1: A question with answer candidates.

systems in production is challenging for efficiency
reasons, while AS2 models can efficiently target
large text databases. Indeed, they originated from
TREC QA tracks (Voorhees and Tice, 1999), which
dealt with real-world retrieval systems since the
first edition. Another limitation of MR is the focus
on factoid answers: although it can in principle pro-
vide longer answers, the datasets developed for the
task mainly contains short answers and in particu-
lar named entities. In contrast, as AS2 processes
entire sentences, its inference steps always involve
sentences/paragraphs, which make the approach
agnostic to both factoid and not factoid classes.

Garg et al. (2020) proposed the TANDA ap-
proach, which basically uses two stage of fine-
tuning on pre-trained Transformer models (using
a general dataset, ASNQ, and the target dataset),
obtaining impressive improvement over the state
of the art for AS2, measured on the two most used
datasets, WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) and TREC-
QA (Wang et al., 2007). The approach above,
based on pointwise rerankers, was significantly
improved by the Answer Support-based Reranker
(ASR) (Zhang et al., 2021), which adds an answer
verification step similar to the one operated by fact
checking systems, e.g., see the FEVER challenge
(Thorne et al., 2018).

More specifically, given a question q, and a
target answer, t, to be verified, which is taken
from a ranked set of answer candidates (c1, .., ck),
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ASR concatenates transformer-based embeddings
of (q, ci) with the max-pooling vector produced by
the top k embeddings of (t, ci), where the ci are
selected by an initial answer reranking model (e.g.,
TANDA). For example, Table 1 reports a question,
q = What causes heart disease?, with some candi-
date answers, c1, c2, and c3. Selecting the correct
answer c2 is difficult, without the information: car-
diovascular disease is also called heart disease.
This information is provided by c1. Thus, to com-
pute the correctness probability of c1, they exploit
the representation of c2, similarly to the way claims
are supported in the fact verification.

ASR reduced the error of TANDA by 10% (rel-
ative), both on WikiQA and TREC-QA datasets.
However, ASR shows two important limitations:
first, when attempting the verification step of t, the
k candidates, used in the max-pooling operation,
are ranked only based on the question, i.e., inde-
pendently of t. Second, the support for each t is
provided by other answer candidates, which again
are retrieved independently of t, i.e., t is not part of
the query used for searching relevant documents.

In this paper, we provide new answer verification
models, which are more efficient and accurate than
ASR. We introduce a new architecture, Double An-
swer Reranking (DAR), which uses two models
for reranking target answers and supporting can-
didates, respectively. Given t, the first, support
reranker (SR), sorts (q, t, ci) triplets with respect
to i, in order to find the best support for t, i.e.,
st = ci, while the second, answer reranker (AR),
orders (q, t, st) triplets with respect to t, thus rank-
ing all target answers.

Additionally, we improve the quality of supports
using a second retrieval stage that searches for pas-
sages relevant to (q, t). This is important as stan-
dard answer candidates provide only information
relevant to q, thus they not necessarily provide use-
ful context for assessing t. As formulating an effec-
tive query for retrieving a question/answer pair is a
new problem, and can be challenging, we exploit
deep passage retrieval (DPR) (Karpukhin et al.,
2020). This enables us to automatically produce
embeddings for (q, t) as the target query of a neural
retrieval model. As DAR is efficient, it can process
many candidates from DPR, making Double Re-
trieval (DR) effective.

The results derived on three well-known AS2
datasets, WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015), TREC (Wang
et al., 2007), and SelQA (Jurczyk et al., 2016) and

a popular multi-hop QA dataset, HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018), show consistent and significant im-
provement over the state of the art. For example,
DAR improves TANDA by 13.6% (relative error re-
duction), achieving the same accuracy of the com-
putational expensive ASR verification approach
(84.36%) while DAR-DR improves the AS2 state
of the art, reducing the error by an additional 8%.

We will release the datasets augmented with
DPR retrieval (support candidates) for each (q, a)
of each of the datasets above.

2 Related work

We focus our research on QA systems based on
Information Retrieval. Since early versions, e.g.,
TREC QA tracks (Voorhees and Tice, 1999), these
systems have been based on a search engine, which
retrieves documents relevant to the asked questions,
followed efficient and accurate passage rerankers
to select text that most likely contains the answer.
This research was revived introducing the task of
answer sentence reranking (Wang et al., 2007).

In recent work, the probability, p(q, ci), for a
passage/sentence, ci, to be correct for q is esti-
mated using neural networks, e.g., encoding q and
ci text, separately with a CNN (Severyn and Mos-
chitti, 2015). Also designing attention mechanisms,
e.g., Compare-Aggregate (Yoon et al., 2019), inter-
weighted alignment networks (Shen et al., 2017).
The state of the art is achieved with pre-trained
Transformers, e.g., (Garg et al., 2020).

A number of researchers has proposed more than
one candidate for the inference stage, e.g., using
pairwise model, i.e., binary classifiers of the form
χ(q, ci, cj), which determine the partial rank be-
tween ci and cj , For example, (Laskar et al., 2020;
Tayyar Madabushi et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2016)
use a pairwise loss and encoding. However, these
methods have been largely outperformed by the
pointwise models based on Transformers.

Bonadiman and Moschitti (2020) designed sev-
eral joint models that improved early neural models
for AS2 but failed to improve Transformer-based
models. Jin et al. (2020) used the relation between
candidates in Multi-task learning approach for AS2
but as they did not exploit transformer models, their
results are rather lower than the state of the art.
Very recently, Zhang et al. (2021) proposed ASR,
a model based on a pointwise reranker fed with the
embeddings refined by a pairwise approach. This
significantly improved the state of the art, there-
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fore, we analyzed ASR and specifically compare
our models with it.

Very different approaches to QA systems than
above use MR to extract answers from entire docu-
ments. As they have been mainly developed to find
answers in a paragraph or in a text of limited size,
they are rather inefficient at processing hundreds
of documents, while AS2 methods can do this with
high efficiency. Chen et al. (2017); Hu et al. (2019);
Kratzwald and Feuerriegel (2018) proposed solu-
tions for reliably performing inference with MR
models on multiple documents. Still, the efficiency
drawback was not solved. Finally, multihop QA
uses multiple retrieval stages (Xiong et al., 2020;
Qi et al., 2019) but the answers are just entities.

3 Baseline models for AS2

A general problem formulation for AS2 is the fol-
lowing: given a question q, a subset of its top-
k ranked answer candidates, and a target answer
t ∈ Ck, train a function, f : Q × Ck → R such
that f(q, t, c1, .., ck−1) provides the probability of
t to be correct. In this section, we describe our
re-implementation of baselines, and the state-of-
the-art model for AS2, namely, ASR (Zhang et al.,
2021). More complex models are built on top of
simpler ones, thus providing an ablation study.

3.1 Simple binary classifier (SBC)

This approach does not model dependencies be-
tween candidates, thus, we simply estimate p(q, t),
where t = ci, i = 1, . . . , k with a transformer-
based model. Following (Garg et al., 2020),
we set the input as q = Tokq1,...,TokqN and
t =Tokt1,...,ToktM , where we start and end the
input with [CLS] and [EOS] tags, respectively,
and separate sentences with [SEP]. The rest fol-
lows the standard transformer logic. We use
[CLS] to represent the embedding E of (q, t),
and we use a softmax to model the probability
of the question/candidate pair classification, as
p(q, t) = softmax(W × tanh(E(q, t)) + B).
We fine-tune this model with log cross-entropy
loss: L = −∑

l∈{0,1} yl × log(ŷl) on pairs of text,
where yl is the correct and incorrect answer label,
ŷ1 = p(q, t), and ŷ0 = 1− p(q, t). We start train-
ing from TANDA-RoBERTa (base or large), i.e.,
RoBERTa fine-tuned on ASNQ (Garg et al., 2020).

3.2 Pairwise Classifier (PC)

We use the previous TANDA-RoBERTa model sim-
ilarly to what is done for a multiple-choice QA
(Zellers et al., 2018). We proceed as in the previ-
ous section obtaining the CLS representation for
each (q, ci) pairs. Then, for each t, we concatenate
the embedding of (q, t) with all the embeddings
(q, ci), where ci ̸= t. This way, (q, t) is always in
the first position. We train the model again using
binary cross-entropy loss. At classification time,
we select one candidate t at a time, set it in the
first position, followed by all the others, classify all
k target answers, and rerank them based on these
scores.

3.3 All Candidate Multi-classifier (ACM)

We concatenate the question text with
the text of all k answer candidates, i.e.,
(q[SEP ]c1[SEP ]c2 . . . [SEP ]ck), and pro-
vide this input to the same TANDA-RoBERTa
model used for SBC. We use the final hidden vector
E corresponding to the first input token [CLS] in
a classification layer with weights W ∈ Rk×|E|,
and train the model using a standard cross-entropy
classification loss: y × log(softmax(EW T )),
where y is a one-hot vector representing labels
for the k candidates, i.e., |y| = k. The scores
for the candidate answers are calculated as
p({c1, .., ck}) = softmax(EW T ). Then, we
rerank ci according their probability.

3.4 Answer Support Reranker (ASR)

The previous models have been shown to be outper-
formed by ASR (Zhang et al., 2021), described in
Figure 1. ASR consists of five main components:
(i) the primary retrieval, which recuperates docu-
ments relevant to a question and produces answer
sentence candidates, (ii) an SBC, which provides
the embedding of the input (q, t). This is built with
the TANDA approach applied to RoBERTa pre-
trained transformer (Garg et al., 2020). (iii) The
joint representation of the pairs, (t, ci), i = 1, .., k,
t ̸= ci, where t and ci are the top-candidates
reranked by SBC, is obtained with a max-pooling
operation over the k pairs, (t, ci). (iv) The Answer
Support Classifier (ASC) classifies each (t, ci) in
four classes: (0) both answer correct, (1) t is correct
while ci is not, (2) vice versa, and (3) both incorrect.
This multi-classifier is trained end-to-end with the
rest of the network in a multi-task learning fashion,
using its specific cross-entropy loss, computed with
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Figure 1: Answer Support-based Reranker (ASR)

the labels above. (v) The Final Classification Layer
takes in input the concatenation of the SBC embed-
ding with the max-pooling embedding. Thus, the
classifier scores t with respect to q, also using the
other candidates.

ASC uses pre-trained RoBERTa-base (Liu et al.,
2019), to generate [CLS] ∈ Rd embedding of
(q, t) = Et. Êi is the [CLS] output of an-
other RoBERTa-base Transformer applied to an-
swer pairs, i.e., (t, ci). Then, Et is concatenated
to the max-pooling tensor from Ê1, .., Êk, that
is, V = [Et : Maxpool([Ê1, .., Êk])], where
V ∈ R2d is the final representation of the target
answer t. Finally, we apply a binary classification
layer: p(yi|q, t, c1, .., ck−1) = softmax(WV +
B), where W ∈ R2d×2 and B are parameters to
transform the representation of the target answer
t from dimension 2d to dimension 2, which repre-
sents correct or incorrect labels.

4 Double Reranking and Retrieval

ASR is the state of the art for joint modeling candi-
dates. However, it suffers from three main limita-
tions: (i) it needs to limit k otherwise the complex-
ity may be too high, this means that it may not able
to process all available supporting candidates, (ii)
the top k candidates are the best answer ranked by
TANDA, which does not guarantee that these are
also the best supports, and (iii) answer candidates
may be good supports but they were not retrieved
for this purpose. We address the above drawbacks
proposing: (i) double reranking functions, which
can efficiently rank supports as well as the best tar-
get answers, and (ii) a second stage of retrieval that
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Figure 2: Double Answer Reranker and Retrieval
(DAR-DR)

performs support retrieval using a representation of
the target answer and question pairs.

4.1 Double Answer Reranking (DAR)

The architecture, shown in Fig. 2, is much sim-
pler than ASR: it just uses one RoBERTa trans-
former to encode triplets, question, target answer,
candidate, i.e., (q, t, ci), rather than encoding (q,
t) and (t, ci) with two separate transformer mod-
els. Then two classification layers operate two
different types of ranking of the same triplets: the
first, Support Ranker (SR), given t, learns to rank
the best support, ci higher. The second, Answer
Ranker (AR), given the best support, i.e., st =
arg-maxi:ci ̸=t SR(q, t, ci), learns to rank the best
answer producing, f = arg-maxt∈Ck

AR(q, t, st),
as the final output.

Training DAR Training SR and AR is challeng-
ing as, for the former, labels are typically not avail-
able in standard datasets. Additionally, defining
a support, i.e., a piece of knowledge improving
the accuracy of another classifier is not a well-
understood problem. Thus, we use feedback from
AR directly, i.e., a high relevant support is the one
that produces the highest score in AR, if the answer
is correct, and the lowest score, otherwise. We train
SR and AR, at the same time, in a multi-task learn-
ing fashion, also considering that the triplets ranked
by SR and AR are essentially the same: learning
the different roles of SR and AR boils down from
selecting a subset of triplets for their training, along
with the appropriate loss function.

SR learns to rank the best supports higher. This
can be enforced by requiring that st produces
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the highest score, AR(q, t, st), among ci scores,{
AR(q, t, ci)

}
i
, if t is correct, and the lowest

score, otherwise. We enforce this property with
a loss function: given a training example, (q, Ck),
Ck = {c1, .., ck}, where ci are associated with
training label li ∈ {+1,−1}, we (i) select the
best support, according to the current AR model,
st = arg-maxi:ci ̸=t lt × AR(q, t, ci), and (ii) use
the following ranking loss function to train SR:

L(q, c1, · · · , cn) = − log
esim(q,st)

∑n
i=1 e

sim(q,ci)
. (1)

This pushes the support that provides the highest
confidence score for AR in the top of the rank.

In contrast, we train AR as a standard binary clas-
sifier with the cross-entropy loss using all triplets,
i.e., (q, t, ci)∀t, ci, t ̸= ci.

4.2 Double Retrieval (DR) with DPR
The right side of Fig. 2 shows two retrieval steps:
the first one is the traditional retrieval stage which,
given an initial q, recuperates relevant documents,
and splits them in answer sentence candidates. This
step is typically carried out to build all AS2 datasets.
However, if the objective is to retrieve items sup-
porting a target t, the appropriate query should be
built with the whole pair (q, t). For this reason,
we propose a secondary retrieval step using (q, t).
We note that (i) DAR approach does not limit the
number of initial support to a fixed k as ASR does,
either in training or in testing. This makes it suit-
able to work with more supporting items than those
available from the first retrieval step. (ii) Since
the semantics of (q, t) is difficult to define, neural
retrieval fed with the embedding of the pair above
is a promising choice.

Embeddings for support retrieval We adapted
the Dense Passage Retrieval (DPR) by Karpukhin
et al. (2020) for our task of support retrieval. We
built two encoders EQ(·) for the pairs (q, t), and
EP (·) for text passages p (typically they are larger
than a single sentence). The encoders map the in-
put to a d-dimensional real-valued representation,
while an indexing process computes representa-
tions for all text using EP (·). The retrieval of rele-
vant content for (q, t) is done in two steps: (i) we
compute the (q, t) representation using EQ(·); and
(ii) we then retrieve M passages that have vector
representations the most similar to the pair repre-
sentation, in terms of dot product:

sim(q, p) = EQ(q, t)
⊺EP (p). (2)

The encoder is trained to make the dot-product sim-
ilarity corresponding to the expected ranking. Thus,
for training our DPR, we use again the ranking loss
in Eq. 1, where the label of p is positive if a support
is part of the paragraph, i.e., st ∈ p.

4.3 Double Ranking and Retrieval

The combination DAR-DR needs to consider the
fact that AS2 datasets do not have annotated sup-
ports. For standard datasets, we consider candi-
dates as potential supports, where the candidates
are also annotated as correct or incorrect answers.
In contrast, when we retrieve new support using
the (q, t) query, no label is available. However, our
DAR approach does not require support labels, thus
we can still train our entire DAR-DR model, by sim-
ply considering two sets: initial candidates C, on
which we can train AR, and a set S containing new
supports retrieved by DPR. SR can be trained on
C ∪ S, using the ranking loss (Eq. 1), which only
need to estimate the best support. Again, we find it
with st = arg-maxi AR(q, t, ci), where t ∈ C and
ci ∈ C ∪ S \ t.

5 Experiments

We compare our models with several baselines we
implemented from previous work, and ASR, which
is the current state of the art for AS2. For the evalu-
ation, we used three different datasets traditionally
used for AS2. Finally, we provide error analysis
and model discussion.

5.1 Datasets

WikiQA is a QA dataset (Yang et al., 2015) con-
taining a sample of questions and answer-sentence
candidates from Bing query logs over Wikipedia.
The answers are manually labeled. Some questions
have no correct answers (all-), or only correct an-
swers (all+). Table 2 reports the corpus statistics
without all− questions, and without both all− and
all+ questions (clean). We follow the most used
setting: training with the noall− mode and then
answer candidate sentences per question in testing
with the clean mode.

TREC-QA is another popular QA benchmark
by Wang et al. (2007). Since the original test set
only contain 68 questions and previous method al-
ready achieved ceiling performance (Zhang et al.,
2021), we combined train., dev. and test sets, re-
moved questions without answers, and randomly
re-split into new train., dev. and test sets, which
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Train Dev Test
#Q #A #Q #A #Q #A

no all- 873 8,672 126 1,130 243 2,351
clean 857 8,651 121 1,126 237 2,341

Table 2: WikiQA dataset statistics

contains 816, 204 and 340 questions, and 32,965,
9,591, and 13,417 question-answer pairs for the
train., dev. and test sets, respectively.

SelQA is another benchmark for Selection-Based
QA (Jurczyk et al., 2016), which composes about
8K factoid questions for the top-10 most preva-
lent topics among Wikipedia articles. We used the
original splits for answer selection filed, which con-
tain 5529 questions for train set, 785 questions for
dev. set and 1590 questions for test set. SelQA is
a large-scale dataset and it is more than 6 times
larger than WikiQA in number of questions.

HotpotQA is a popular benchmark for multi-hop
QA (Yang et al., 2018), which contains about
100,000 crowd-sourced questions that require rea-
soning over separate Wikipedia paragraphs. Each
question not only has gold answer phrase but also
has two supporting documents that contain the nec-
essary evidence to infer the answer. To make it
suitable for the AS2 task, we split paragraph into
sentences, and label the sentences containing the
gold answer phrase as correct answer, while con-
sidering the others as incorrect. For evaluation, we
use the official dev-set-distractor as our test set.

5.2 Training and testing details
Metrics The performance of QA systems is typi-
cally measured with Accuracy in providing correct
answers, i.e., the percentage of correct responses,
which also refers to Precision-at-1 (P@1) in the
context of reranking. We also use Mean Aver-
age Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) evaluated on the test set, using the entire
set of candidates for each question (this varies ac-
cording to the dataset), to have a direct comparison
with the state of the art.

Models We use the pre-trained RoBERTa-Base
(12 layer) and RoBERTa-Large-MNLI (24 layer)
models, which were released as checkpoints for
use in downstream tasks1.

Reranker training We adopt Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 2e-5

1https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

for the transfer step on the ASNQ dataset (Garg
et al., 2020), and a learning rate of 1e-6 for the
adapt step on the target dataset. We apply early
stopping on the development set of the target cor-
pus for both fine-tuning steps based on the highest
MAP score. We set the max number of epochs
equal to 3 and 9 for the adapt and transfer steps,
respectively. We set the maximum sequence length
for RoBERTa to 128 tokens.

ASR training Again, we use the Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 2e-6 for training the ASR
model on the target dataset. We utilize one Tesla
V100 GPU with 32GB memory and a train batch
size of eight. We use two transformer models for
ASR: a RoBERTa Base/Large for PR, and one for
the joint model (see Fig. 1). We set the maximum
sequence length for RoBERTa to 128 tokens and
the number of epochs as 20. We select the best k
chosen in (Zhang et al., 2021).

DAR implementation and training For training
the DAR model, we also use the Adam optimizer
but with a different learning rate, 5e-6. We utilize
two Tesla A100 GPUs with 40GB memory and
a train batch size of 128. DAR only needs one
transformer model: a RoBERTa Base/Large (see
Fig. 2). The maximum sequence length and the
number of epochs are the same with ASR training,
which are 128 and 20 separately.

DPR implementation and training We utilize
the same training configuration of the original DPR
in Karpukhin et al. (2020). Then, we used it to
build a large index having up to 130MM passages
extracted from 54MM documents of Common-
Crawl2. We selected English Web documents of
5,000 most popular domains, including Wikipedia,
from the recent releases of Common Crawl of 2019
and 2020. We then filtered pages that are too short
or without proper HTML structures, i.e., having
title and content. To retrieve to N candidates, we
input our DPR with (q, t) pairs as query to retrieve
top 1000 passages.

DAR-DR implementation and training The
training configuration is similar to DAR training
with the different steps highlighted in Sec. 4.2. For
each (q, ci) of our datasets, we used our DPR for
retrieving 1000 supporting paragraphs, which are
then split into sentences, s. We rank s according
to a EQ(q, t) · EP (s), where EP (s) provides the

2commoncrawl.org
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RoBERTa Base WikiQA TREC-QA SelQA HotpotQA
P@1 RER MAP MRR P@1 RER MAP MRR P@1 RER MAP MRR P@1 RER MAP MRR

TANDA (Garg et al.) – – 0.8890 0.9010 – – – – – – – – – – – –
ASR (Zhag et al.) 0.8436 13.64% 0.9014 0.9123 – – – – – – – – – – – –

SBC 0.8189 0.00% 0.8860 0.8983 0.8824 0.00% 0.8979 0.9277 0.9302 0.00% 0.9512 0.9587 0.6598 0.00% 0.7576 0.7685
ACM 0.7819 -20.43% 0.8542 0.8684 0.8824 0.00% 0.8942 0.9272 0.9308 0.86% 0.9511 0.9589 0.6597 -0.03% 0.7574 0.7681

PC 0.8272 4.58% 0.8927 0.9045 0.8882 4.93% 0.9000 0.9319 0.9302 0.00% 0.9514 0.9587 0.6718 3.53% 0.7644 0.7750
ASR (ours) 0.8436 13.64% 0.9014 0.9123 0.9088 22.45% 0.9036 0.9420 0.9314 1.72% 0.9519 0.9592 0.6795 5.79% 0.7724 0.7812
ASR-Rank 0.8436 13.64% 0.9012 0.9108 0.9088 22.45% 0.9181 0.9445 0.9296 -0.86% 0.9503 0.9580 0.6768 5.00% 0.7742 0.7824

DAR 0.8519 18.22% 0.9011 0.9136 0.9118 25.00% 0.9181 0.9446 0.9415 16.19% 0.9592 0.9653 0.6844 7.23% 0.7754 0.7854
DAR-DR 0.8560 20.49% 0.9051 0.9164 0.9176 29.93% 0.9233 0.9493 0.9484 26.07% 0.9616 0.9687 0.6832 6.88% 0.7729 0.7832

Table 3: Performance of different models using RoBERTa base Transformer on WikiQA, TRECQA, SelQA and
HotpotQA. RER is the relative error reduction on P@1. The difference between P@1 of DAR and DAR-DR and
P@1 of all the other systems is statistically significant at 95%.

embedding representation of each s, even though
we trained EP (·) for passages. We select the top
10 sentences as support for all the experiments
with DAR-DR. It should be noted that all datasets
for retrieval-based QA are based on candidates re-
trieved with an initial search engine, e.g., Bing,
Google, TREC systems. This constitutes the first
standard retrieval in our DR approach.

5.3 Comparative/ablated results

We design a set of baselines (see Sec. 3), which
also constitute the best ablation systems of our most
complex architecture DAR-DR. Indeed, SBC is our
reimplementation of TANDA, which corresponds
to the basic system (or basic component) of our
architecture, it uses only one reranker and no joint
inference. PC is the simplest joint model, which
still uses only one classifier as SBC but applied
to pairs of answers. ASR (ours) is our reimple-
mentation of ASR, which uses an SBC model, a
PC model, and an internal SR (called ASC) model
as in DAR, used just for classification, no ranking.
ASR-Rank extends ASR using the top 3 candidates
re-ranked by ASC category 0 score (see Sec. 3.4),
instead of using the standard TANDA rank. We in-
troduced, ASR-Rank to show an approach similar
to DAR. ACM is a joint model over all k candi-
dates (theoretically more expressive than just joint
models over pairs). DAR uses two rerankers as
ASR-Rank but only one transformer and our ap-
proach to train them. Finally, DAR-DR adds to
DAR new candidates retrieved by DPR.

Main results Table 3 reports P@1, MAP and
MRR of models on WikiQA, TREC-QA, SelQA
and HotpotQA datasets. TANDA and ASR rows
report the results obtained by Garg et al. (2020) and
Zhang et al. (2021), respectively, which certify the
alignment between our and previous work setting
and implementation. We note that:

(i) P@1, MAP and MRR correlate well, thus, we
can focus our analysis on P@1, which typically pro-
vides the QA performance. The AS2 model P@1
numbers are in the lower 80s% for all datasets but
HotpotQA. This means that absolute improvements
are not expected to be large, thus we also report
the relative error reduction (RER) for P@1, which
better shows model differences.
(ii) Our SBC and ASR replicate the performance re-
ported in previous work (WikiQA and TREC-QA),
which are the previous state of the art.
(iii) We confirm that ASR, using candidate pairwise
information greatly improves on single answer clas-
sification models, e.g., we observe a relative error
reduction of 13.64% (from 81.89 to 84.36) over
TANDA and SBC, which do not use the informa-
tion from other candidates.
(iv) Our proposed model DAR significantly reduces
the error of QA systems with respect to ASR by
4.58% (from 84.36 to 85.19), 2.55% (from 90.88 to
91.18), 14.47% (from 93.14 to 94.15), and 1.44%
(from 67.95 to 68.44) on WikiQA, TREC-QA,
SelQA, and HotpotQA, respectively. It is inter-
esting to note that DAR only uses the half of the
parameters of ASR (125M vs. 250M). The combi-
nation between the two rerankers for answer and
support generates more selective information than
max-pooling pairwise embeddings.
(v) To verify that the unique feature of DAR of
effectively combining training examples and their
losses is a key element, we implemented ASR-
Rank, which also selects supporting candidates
for ASR, using its internal answer pair classi-
fier, ASC(t, ci). The results derived on WikiQA
and TREC-QA show no difference between ASR
and ASR-Rank, while the latter underperforms on
SelQA. This shows that the improvement produced
by DAR is not about selecting the best support in
absolute, but it is about selecting the support that
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Roberta
Large

WikiQA

P@1 RER MAP MRR Param.
SBC 0.8724 0.00% 0.9151 0.9266 355M
ASR 0.8971 19.36% 0.9280 0.9399 710M
DAR 0.8889 12.93% 0.9230 0.9362 355M
DAR-DR 0.8930 16.14% 0.9241 0.9375 355M

Table 4: Results on WikiQA using RoBERTa Large.

can produce the highest confidence in the answer
selector (see Sec. 4.1).
(vi) DAR-DR introduces 10 additional supports to
DAR processing, retrieved with our modified DPR
approach. These new candidates do not have any
label indicating if they are good or bad support.
They are automatically ranked with the DAR ap-
proach. The results show an RAR of 2.27%, 4.93%,
and 9.88%, on WikiQA, TREC-QA, and SelQA,
respectively. Suggesting that retrieving supporting
candidates for (q, t) can be very effective. Hot-
potQA does not benefit from retrieving candidates
external to the dataset as the original candidate set
always contains at least one correct support by con-
struction, thus no additional retrieval is needed.
(vii) Finally, we perform randomization test (Yeh,
2000) to verify if the models significantly differ in
terms of prediction outcome. Specifically, for each
model, we compute the best answer for each ques-
tion and derive binary output based on the ground
truth. We then follow the randomization test to
measure the statistical significance between two
models. We use 100,000 trials for each calculation.
The test show statistical significant difference of
DAR and DAR-DR vs. all the other models over all
datasets but HotpotQA, with p < 0.05, and between
DAR and DAR-DR on SelQA.

Results with large models We experimented
with SBC, ASR, DAR and DAR-DR models im-
plemented on a larger transformer, i.e., RoBERTa
Large, on WikiQA. Table 4 reports the compar-
ative results: SBC and ASR replicate the results
by Zhang et al. (2021), i.e., a P@1 of 87.24% and
89.71%, respectively; the latter is the state of the art
on WikiQA with a P@1 of 89.71%. Both DAR and
DAR-DR improve SBC up to 20% RAR. However,
even DAR-DR is behind ASR, by about 3.21% of
RER. This different outcome with respect previous
results on the RoBERTa base can be explained by
looking at the column reporting model parameters.
As before, ASR uses the double of parameters of
DAR, however, in this case the number of parame-
ters is 710M, which is a large number in absolute:

q: what is the measurements of saturn ’s moons?
c1: The rings of Saturn are made up of objects ranging in size

from microscopic to hundreds of meters, each of which is
on its own orbit about the planet.

c2: Saturn has 62 moons with confirmed orbits , 53 of which
have names and only 13 of which have diameters larger
than 50 kilometers.

c3: The moons of Saturn ( also known as the natural satellites
of Saturn ) are numerous and diverse ranging from tiny
moonlets less than 1 kilometer across to the enormous
Titan which is larger than the planet Mercury.

c4: Saturn has seven moons that are large enough to be el-
lipsoidal due to having planetary mass , as well as dense
rings with complex orbital motions of their own.

Table 5: A question with answer candidates; c2 and c3
are correct.

although DAR is a better model, it can hardly im-
prove a model with 355M parameters more.

5.4 Model discussion and error analysis
Tab. 5 shows a question with the rank provided by
SBC. The top-1 answer, c1 is incorrect, as it refers
to objects of Saturn’s rings, instead of targeting its
moons. SBC probably got tricked by the phrase
ranging in size. ASR also selected c1 using the
support of the top 3 candidates selected by SBC,
i.e., c2, c3, and c4. These candidates support c1 as
they provide more context, e.g., moon, which is not
in c1 but it is required in the question. The main
problem of ASR is the fact that correct answers also
tend to support imperfect but reasonable answers
such as c1. In contrast, for each t, DAR learns to
select the best support: in the example, it selects
the correct answer c2 using c4 as support. This
probably provides phrases such as seven moons
that are large enough supporting c2 phrases such
as have diameters larger than.

In Tab. 6, we see an example, in which SBC
ranks an incorrect answer at the top. It proba-
bly prefers c1 to the correct answer c2 because
it matches the main question entity and verb, i.e.,
Family Guy and premier, while c2 does not contain
explicit reference to the main entity. Also ASR and
DAR cannot select c2, as the available supports,
c1 and c3, do not provide any useful information.
In contrast, DAR-DR can use new retrieved sup-
port, i.e., s1, which contains the main entity and
reinforces the information in c2, i.e., 22 millions.

See Appendix for more discussion.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose, DAR, a transformer ar-
chitecture based on two reranking heads: (i) the an-
swer reranker (AS2 model) and the answer support
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q: How many viewers did "Family Guy" premier to?
c1: Family Guy officially premiered after Fox’s broadcast of

Super Bowl XXXIII on January 31, 1999, with "Death
Has a Shadow.

c2: The show debuted to 22 million viewers, and immediately
generated controversy regarding its adult content.

c3: At the end of its first season, the show was #33 in the
Nielsen ratings, with 12.8 million households tuning i.

s1: Family Guy has been around since 1999 with 11 seasons to
date, the viewing rates have dropped from over 22 millions
to 7 million.

Table 6: Example with c2 correct.

reranker. We optimize the latter imposing a loss
function that penalizes non optimal support for the
target answer, thus avoiding the need of defining
and manually labeling supporting data. Addition-
ally, we introduce a second retrieval stage based
on DPR, where we optimize the score function
between answer/question pair and the retrieving
passage. The experiments with four well-known
datasets show consistent improvement of DAR over
the state of the art, and the potential benefit of the
secondary retrieval, achieving up to 14.47 of rel-
ative error reduction (on SelQA). We will release
software, models, and the DPR retrieved data for
all datasets for fostering research in this field.

Limitations

We propose a new QA architecture that operate
a second retrieval. This can make the approach
slower than a standard QA system using only one
retrieval but, at the same time, it enables the possi-
bility to retrieve critical information. The latter can
be used to verify question/answer pairs or also com-
plement the information need of the user. This is
clearly a future direction for QA/personal assistant
systems. As we explain in the paper, we designed
a DPR model which can specifically retrieve sup-
porting items (no just answer candidates), as we
can query DPR with the pair (question, answer to
be verified). This is a major novelty with respect to
systems that can only retrieve text relevant to the
question.

Our new approach uses only one support to ver-
ify answer correctness. This may be seen as lack
of exploration of the model potential. However,
using one support only requires a classifier of the
form SR(q, t, si). If we use more supports, for
example two, we will have a classifier of the type
SR(q, t, si, sj). This means that to find the arg-max
we would need to iterate over k2, where k is the
number of candidates (so in general kn with n the
number of supports we want to use). This is much

less efficient than our approach. Although, approx-
imated solutions more efficient than O(kn) can be
surely designed, in this paper, we have focused on
a rather efficient version, which has also shown to
improve the state of the art.
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A Deeper Discussion

A.1 Double Retrieval

The complete architecture DAR-DR can operate
a second retrieval, which can make the approach
slower than a standard system using only one re-
trieval but, at the same time, it enables the possibil-
ity to retrieve critical information. The latter can be
used to verify question/answer pairs or also com-
plement the information need of the user. This is
clearly a future direction for QA/personal assistant
systems. As we explain in the paper, we designed
a DPR model which can specifically retrieve sup-
porting items (no just answer candidates), as we
can query DPR with the pair (question, answer to
be verified). This is a major novelty with respect to
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systems that can only retrieve text relevant to the
question.

It should be noted that we apply two answer sen-
tence retrieval steps: (i) the standard one, which is
contained in all datasets for AS2 based QA systems.
See our description of WikiQA, TREC, SelQA, and
HotpotQA. For example, WikiQA uses Bing to re-
trieve passages. (ii) Our innovative retrieval based
on our new DPR model. This takes (q, a) as query
and returns passages that have higher probability
to be good support for a with respect to q.

Our DAR-DR aims to be an end-to-end system,
AS2 tasks are defined using retrieval systems. We
also operate the second retrieval. In other words,
a DAR-DR system deployed in production will
always performs 2 stages of retrieval to provide
answers to users.

A.2 AS2 Tradition
Please note that the AS2 research our paper builds
on has been contributed for more than 20 years. It
started in TREC competitions (QA track 1999). It
has been revived in 2007 with the specialization
of passage reranking in answer sentence selection
(AS2): see for example the systems based on TREC
data https://aclweb.org/aclwiki/Question_
Answering_(State_of_the_art). Also note that
TANDA by Garg et al, 2020 is simply a transformer
fined-tuned in two steps (i) on ASNQ dataset pro-
posed by the same authors, and (ii) on the target
dataset.

A.3 Ablation study
The baseline models we implemented and com-
pared to are ablated versions of our systems, some-
times including different alternatives (instead of
just excluding some features). Sec. 5.3 explains
how the different models we test constitute an ex-
cellent ablation study.

A.4 Usefulness of reporting result with
Relative Error Reduction

The relative error reduction is suitable for reporting
the performance in our setting since we are im-
proving state-of-the-art systems with performance
ranging from ∼81% to ∼97% (depending on the
measure and datasets). Reporting absolute (or also
relative) improvement does not capture the com-
plexity of the task. For example, improving a sys-
tem from 30% to 31% (margin of improvement
70%) is completely different than improving a sys-
tem from 98% to 99%, where the margin of im-

provement is 2%. Relative error reduction, which
we use, accounts for such difficulties. In any case,
whatever lens one uses, the results are statistical
significant, showing that we improve the state of
the art.

A.5 Model Effectiveness

We report the number of model parameters on the
Table 4, which shows that our solution uses half
of the parameters of previous state of the art, ASR
(indeed that uses two transformer models: instead
of our DAR only uses one).

A.6 Multiple supports

Using one support only requires a classifier of the
form SR(q, t, si). If we use more supports, for
example two, we will have a classifier of the type
SR(q, t, si, sj). This means that to find the arg-max
we would need to iterate over k2, where k is the
number of candidates (so in general kn with n the
number of supports we want to use). This is much
less efficient than our approach. Although, approx-
imated solutions more efficient than O(kn) can be
surely designed, in this paper, we have focused on
a rather efficient version, which has also shown to
improve the state of the art.

Moreover, although it may happen that to ver-
ify information multiple pieces are required, this
situation is rather rare in general open QA, as the
web contains the needed information in a redundant
fashion. This means we can most times retrieve
a compact version of an answer why should it be
available only in a fragmented way?

For other more specific application scenarios,
e.g., deriving answers from several axioms and
logic formulas (expressed in text format), combi-
nations of different supports, composing different
retrieved pieces may be required. However, this
scenario is out of the scope of our paper: it can be
an interesting new research.

A.7 Comparison with (Zhang et al., 2021)

(Zhang et al., 2021) is a great work which out-
performs the previous state of the art in AS2, i.e.,
TANDA, which seemed very difficult to improve.
Our contributions:

• We defined a new techniques to automatically
learn to rank support without using any an-
notation, which is for example used in hot-
potQA.
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• Our approach outperforms (Zhang et al.,
2021) on base architectures. With respect to
LARGE, we did not have the language mod-
els comparing with the same number of pa-
rameters but using 355M parameters less, our
approach provide close results.

• Our RoBERTa-base model only use half of
the parameters of (Zhang et al., 2021), which
these days of energy crisis is absolutely im-
portant results.

• Most importantly, we defined a new paradigm
for QA (and answer verification), which uses
double retrieval, our support reranker can be
used to select support obtained with a second
stage of retrieval. This to our knowledge is
completely new for answer sentence selection.

Our approach improves all previous techniques in
a fair comparison, which means similar number
of parameters. In case of RoBERTa based, our
approach outperforms models with the double of
parameters. Specifically, only using 130M param-
eters, it outperforms an architecture of 260M pa-
rameters, i.e., architectures having 130M param-
eters more. The fact that our approach does not
perform an architecture of 710M parameters, i.e.,
a model that used 355M more than ours, is not
a limitation. We show these unfair experiments
(for our approach) because they provide strong evi-
dence about the effectiveness of our approach. The
lower performance on HotpotQA is expected as the
related task is not answer sentence selection, for
which our approach was built. Indeed, HotpotQA
focused on entities and annotated data such that
two paragraphs complement each other, which is a
more restrictive assumption than our approach. For
the sake of generality, we showed that our approach
can also work well for this rather different setting.
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